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We certainly welcome all our
visitors to the 13th Annual
Andros Crab Festival in hon-
our of Stephen Wray.  This
year there are many events
on Queen’s Park in Fresh
Creek planned to guarantee
all our visitors a fabulous
weekend filled with excite-
ment and fun
Thursday night is our All An-

dros night with Out of the
Bight and New Agenda.
Friday is the opening cere-
mony and featured will be
local talent and visiting enter-
tainers with the releasing of
the CRABS. The park opens
at 9.30 am. Saturday is the
exciting cultural show with
story telling and great enter-
tainers, including: Gino D,
Elon Moxey and KB. All week-
end there is an Eco corner
with activities for children
and grown ups, including
tours, giving our environ-
mental groups an opportunity
to spread the conservation is
fun message. And don’t miss

the crab habitat on
Queen’s Park.
Andros is big and long,
so while touring the
sleeping giant, stop
and enjoy the sights.
Andros has endless
beaches, and even
during the world cele-

brated Crab Fest you are
sure to find a stretch of coral
sand where you are the only
visitor. Here the sea is wait-
ing to cool you down and
revitalize your energy level.
Pick up a picnic from the
park and relax comfortably
with friends and family.
Take advantage of your time
here on island to drive our
highways, miles and miles of
decent roads to really enjoy
your vehicle. Make sure you
slow down going into the
settlements as the sleeping
policemen (speed bumps)
will sure wake you up. Make
a point, if you like to drive, to
visit the farms in North An-
dros and purchase fresh
vegetables straight from the
ground or go south to
Behring Point to see the
Guardian Blue Hole.
Tours will be running to help
our visitors make the most
of their time, you can visit
the National Forest and
swim in a blue hole. Uncle

Charlie’s in North Andros and
Captain Bill’s in Love Hill, Cen-
tral Andros are the two most
popular and easiest to access
either by car or walking. For the
more adventurous visitor a trip
to the West side or Joulter Cays
can be arranged with a local
fisherman showing you one of
the most pristine places on
earth, an area where the biodi-
versity is intact and the envi-
ronment has not been altered
by man. Bird watchers have
much to celebrate on Andros,
where the earlier you rise the
more species will be around to
delight the eye. Kayaking in
Fresh Creek is another popular
activity, it is good to check the
tide and ride the in going tide
for miles, then catch the out
going tide to transport you in
the other direction.
Queen’s Park will be open for
business all weekend with deli-
cious local dishes for sale, of
course you’ll find all the fresh
seafood you desire, breads,
cakes and all sorts of delicious
Bahamian food. The park is the
entertainment hub for the
weekend with activities
planned for day and night time.
A reminder: do not throw gar-
bage anywhere but in the bin,
look out for the recycling con-
tainers for bottles and soda
cans, have a great time and
make some happy memories.
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To the East of Andros is the
Tongue of the Ocean, a 6,000
feet deep trench, here re-
searchers have been learning
about our largest visitors, the
whales. Fifteen marine mam-
mal species have been re-
corded in the Tongue of the
Ocean. The species seen in-
clude three types of beaked
whale: Blaineville’s, Cuvier’s
and Gervais’, also the mas-
sive sperm whale and the
melon headed whale.
Since a mass stranding of
whales in 2000 in the North-
west Providence Channel the
US Navy has been studying
the whales in the Tongue of
the Ocean and learning about
their behavior and the effects
of sonar. Recently Mr. Dave
Moretti, principal investigator
for Marine Mammal Monitor-
ing on Navy Ranges and
Diane Claridge with Charlotte
Dunn of the Bahamas Marine

Mammal Research Organization
located in Abaco, shared some
interesting information with
Ancat. Dave said they use sen-
sors on the sea bed to localize
the animals then relay the bear-
ings to Diane, who is whale
spotting out in the Tongue in a
small boat. Using the bearings
Diane can locate the whales on
the surface, identify the spe-
cies, and if possible tag the
animal, a tricky maneuver in a
small boat especially when the
whale will surface for a mere 3
minutes. The tags will stay on
the animal for a limited time
and give the researchers valu-
able information. They
have been able to associ-
ate vocalizations with be-
haviors, for example they
know now that beaked
whales are very deep div-
ing cetaceans who dive in
excess of 3,000 feet.
Every couple of hours

they’ll execute a deep foraging
dive, they will hold their breath
for an hour and stay at these
depths foraging for about 30
minutes.
Dave told us that there appears
to be a far larger whale popula-
tion off Andros than anticipated,
although the numbers are not
high for such a large space.
Diane said that only an esti-
mated 45 beaked whales use
the Tongue of the Ocean each
year and that is not a lot of ani-
mals. ‘Save the whale’, is a
saying which resounds here on
Andros! For more information
go to: www.bahamaswhales.org

The Bahamas
Marine Mammal

Research
Organization has
had over 2,000

encounters with
marine mammals
and recorded 24
different species
in The  Bahamas
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Garbage looks bad, it is an insult
to the eye we all know that, BUT
the types and dangers of garbage
are important to take note of too.
TYPES of GARBAGE
Some garbage is biodegradable,
that means that within a short
time the matter is broken down
and actually adds to the soil, a
biodegradable item comes from a
living organism either a plant or
animal.
Other items of garbage are non
biodegradable, meaning that left
on its own it will never go away.
This garbage has to be recycled, a
process which means that the can
or bottle is used again.
A dangerous type of household
garbage is plastic made from pet-
rochemicals which is non biode-
gradable and difficult to recycle.
Discarded plastic breaks down
into smaller and smaller particles,
but it never goes away. You must
have seen the plastic food con-
tainer which gets left in the sun
and then falls to dust? Well this
dust does not add anything to the
soil, it is poisonous. Our crabs and
birds do not realize that this is
plastic and they eat it,  and so the

plastic enters the food chain, not
bringing with it any good effects.
Please see the article below on
plastics in the ocean.
DANGERS OF GARBAGE
1. Garbage attracts insects and
vermin, most notably mosquitoes
who lay their larvae in the rain-
water which collects in/on gar-
bage and rats who love to eat the
tasty morsels we throw away.
2. Glass bottles break quite eas-
ily when tossed into the rocky
bush, these jagged glass shards
are the ones that we step on
while crabbing, highly dangerous
if we are out in the night, far from
the road, or when we are wading
on the flats looking for a fish to
eat.
Glass also attracts sunlight and
causes dangerous fires in our
forests, destroying wildlife and
habitats, causing smoky days
and nights which effect the
health of local residents and
often threatening the homes of
our residents.
3. Car batteries are filled with
acid, a powerful, lethal sub-
stance which is poisonous to

humans, wildlife, soil and water.
Troy Knowles is now accepting all
used car batteries which he is
shipping off the island, so please
take your used batteries to him
with the acid still inside.
4. Fishing Line, monofilament the
miracle of anglers is the night-
mare of marine life. Discarded
fishing line lasts up to 600
YEARS. Fishes, birds and marine
mammals loose their lives to this
invisible fishing line, coupled with
a barbed hook it causes untold
damage. Discard of it carefully,
never throw it overboard
5.  Here in Andros we are pro-
moting ourselves as the eco tour-
istic destination for The Baha-
mas and we know that this brand
necessitates we have a clean,
garbage free existence.
reduce, reuse and recycle
Makes sense for people all over
the world and us too, look for the
recycling sign and do your part to

cut back on and
protect your-
selves and the
environment from
the harmful ef-
fects of garbage.

Therefore supply is decreasing.
Nearly one billion people lack access to
safe water and 2.5 billion do not have im-
proved sanitation.  Every year, more people
die from the consequences of unsafe water
than from all forms of violence, including
war. Millions of women and children spend
several hours a day collecting water from
distant often polluted sources.
Without food a person can live for weeks,
but without water you can expect to live
only a few days. Clean, safe and adequate
freshwater is vital to the survival of all living
organisms and the smooth functioning of
ecosystems, communities and economies.
The Aral Sea was once the world’s largest
lake.  Excessive river diversions have

Over 70% of our Earth’s surface is covered
with water (we really should call our planet
‘Ocean’ instead of ‘Earth’). However 97.5% of
all water on Earth is salt water, leaving 2.5%
as fresh water. Only 1% of the world’s fresh
water is accessible for direct human uses,
this is found in lakes, rivers, reservoirs and
aquifers; underground sources shallow
enough to be tapped at an affordable cost.
Only 1% of water, which is regularly renewed
by rain and snowfall is therefore available on
a sustainable basis for human usage.
Humans worldwide face daily problems with
their water supply. As the world’s population
grows  we are putting more pressure on our
water supply because demand is increasing.
However the amount of water available is
reduced due to pollution and contamination.

caused it to lose half of its area and three
fourths of its volume, while its surrounding
wetlands have shrunk by 85%, in fact al-
most all fish and waterfowl species have
been decimated and the fisheries have
collapsed.
Every 15 seconds a child dies from a water
related disease.
More than 50% of the world’s wetlands
have been drained and populations of
inland water and wetland species have
declined by 50 percent from 1970 to 1999.
ANDROS  has the largest reservoir of fresh
water in The Bahamas. It is another fact
that makes Andros one of the special
places on earth.  Androsians must protect
their vast resources for future generations.
It is in our best interest to assist with the
Integrated Watershed Coastal Area Man-
agement (IWCAM) work led by Sharrah
Moss of TNC.
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PLAS TICS POIS ONING THE WOR LD ’S SEAS

HARMFUL EFFECTS OF GARBAGE

W A T E R ,  W A T E R E V E RY W H E R E ??

extent that to marine animals and birds
they look like food. Plastic fragments look
like fish eggs, plankton and krill, which is
an organism eaten by whales, sharks, rays
and sea birds. As the animals eat the plas-
tic fragments they may starve to death, be
poisoned by the plastic or ingest the plastic
and so it enters the food chain. Fish have
been caught with plastic firmly embedded
into their bodies.
Scientists have been studying these plastic
islands in our oceans, they take samples of
ocean water to see how much plastic is in
the sea. In one exercise they counted six
pounds of plastic fragments to one pound
of plankton, so in this location the plastic is
outnumbering  the plankton six to one.
No place is free of this scourge.  We must

remember that all the plastic in the ocean
remains there for ever, breaking into
smaller and smaller pieces.
The only thing we can do is stop polluting,
and hope that over time the system will
clean itself up.  It is sobering when we con-
sider the fact that nothing breaks down
petrochemical plastic .
However, there are plastics which are made
with corn or soy which biodegrade and do
not last forever, we should insist that these
are the only food containers sold in the
country. You tube has videos on this topic,
search ‘garbage in the oceans’ and related
clips will appear, it is important to educate
ourselves about the problems in our envi-
ronment and work out how we can make a
positive change in The Bahamas.

In both the Atlantic and the Pacific oceans
there are areas where discarded plastic accu-
mulates. In the Pacific Ocean the garbage
patch is twice the size of Texas. The truth is
that our oceans are filling up with trash and
petroleum based plastic does not decay, in
fact it is said that every piece of plastic ever
made is still on the earth today. The water in
these plastic islands  is like soup, with multi
coloured plastic fragments suspended or
floating on the surface.
Most plastics are made from petrochemicals
(crude oil and natural gas),
Plastic breaks down into ever smaller pieces,
in fact plastic particles have been identified
which are thinner than the diameter of a hu-
man hair and smaller than a grain of sand.
The plastic fragments break down to such an

90% of all
garbage found in

the ocean is
PLASTIC

ANDROS  CONSERVANCY &   TRUST

Find a BIN
to put trash

in
It’s in all our

best
interests to:

Keep The
Bahamas

CLEAN



Ancat  Summer News

Nothing excites Androsians in
quite the same way as the
torrential downpours we ex-
perience in May, now when
we hear the thunder rolling
across the back of Andros we
start to prepare by stocking
up the necessities for nightly
excursions into the bush.
Andros crab catchers work
hard for their money, crabs
are no easy thing to catch.
Walking through the bush is
treacherous in broad day
light, but in the pitch dark-
ness of a moonless night,
chasing behind a crab is a
real challenge, even for sure
footed Androsians. Catching a
wild crab is no picnic either as
the crab has sharp spikes on
the backs of his legs which
can catch you unawares, also
those claws are powerful
weapons too. Once caught,
these eight legged creatures
do not give in easily as they
look for flesh to pinch or a
bag to grip onto.
During the dry winter months
land crabs burrow into firm

muddy areas. These burrows
extend downwards until they
reach the water table, in
which they often submerge
themselves. Land Crabs seal
their burrows with leaves
while they molt. Though a
mostly terrestrial animal they
rely on the ocean for part of
their life cycle. Spawning oc-
curs during the rainy summer
months and once the eggs
are fertilized, the crabs mi-
grate to the coast to deposit
their eggs in the ocean. The
females release up to
250,000 eggs on one trip to
the sea. The eggs hatch into
swimming larvae and for 40
days drift in the ocean cur-
rents, then settle into man-
grove creeks. It takes 4 to 15

years for a crab to reach the
adult stage. The adult male is
larger than females and have
noticeable differences  on
their underbellies. Males have
a narrow apron while females
have a broader, spade apron.
While driving be mindful of
migrating crabs, they are usu-
ally on the go at night and
need to cross the highway to
reach the sea. NEVER capture
an egg bearing female crab,
leave her to reproduce to
ensure crabs for the future.
Make an effort to protect land
crab habitats from develop-
ment, filling in the land where
they burrow will kill them.
When holding your crabs in a
pen make sure they have
shade from the sun, fresh
water and food to eat, their
natural food source is flowers,
berries, spiders, leaves, also
they will eat the biodegrad-
able items from your kitchen.
Don’t miss the live crab habi-
tat on Queen’s Park, at least
30 dozen crabs to see in this
beautiful living crab pen.

to build a solid science based
case for the expansion of the
existing park, to ensure that
wildlife and crucial nursery
habitats can be protected
from future threats. In 2009
the Government of The Baha-
mas declared the expansion
of the Westside National Park,
however there is still much
work to be done.
The project team is the proc-
ess of solidifying boundaries,
engaging community mem-
bers to increase awareness
and gain support for the
park’s expansion and devel-
oping an effective manage-
ment plan to allow sustain-
able use of the area.
The project activities

The west side of Andros is a
relatively untouched and as-
tounding area that is both
ecologically and economically
important to Andros and the
greater Bahamas. The west
side plays a vital role in sus-
taining the nation’s local and
commercial fisheries market.
Its intact, healthy mangroves
provide breeding and nursery
areas for commercially impor-
tant marine species which
replenish marine stocks
throughout the Bahamas. The
west side’s tidal creeks and
flats also support thriving
bonefish populations which
contribute significantly to the
island’s bone fishing industry.
In 2006 The Kerzner Marine
Foundation provided funding

planned for 2010-11 include
solidifying the boundaries of
the West Side National Park.
 Organizing trips to the west

side of Andros and giving
presentations to raise aware-
ness of the area’s ecological
and economic values.

 Conducting quarterly meet-
ings with communities and
Government members both
local and national, to update
on the project’s progress.

Developing an education and
outreach plan.

We must spread the word
about the natural treasures
that have been bestowed on
Andros and understand the
direct link  the environment
plays in our  daily lives. The
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High blood pressure.
The problem with eating too
much of the wrong foods is
that these are TOXIC to our
bodies, white floor and white
table sugar overload our cells
and the result can be diabe-
tes, coronary heart disease,
hypertension, liver or ovary
disease, and cancer. Cutting
down on processed food
items will lead to healthier
bodies and longer lives. Why

poison yourself slowly, face
hefty medical bills and cause
problems for the ones you
love the most, when the solu-
tion is clear? Read the labels
of the packaged foods you
eat, just because something
tastes fine it does not mean
that it is fine for your body.
Nutritional experts advise us
to eat fresh food in abun-
dance, consume alcohol in
moderation, exercise daily,
walk, jog, swim, take time for
exercise it gives us all a natu-
ral high. Sleep comfortably,

Food provides our bodies
with the necessary fuel that
we need to survive. To have a
strong vibrant healthy body
we must concentrate on eat-
ing abundant fruits, vegeta-
bles, whole grains and vege-
table oils, as well fish and
chicken.
Everyone should eat at least
five portions of fruits and
vegetables each day to fight
off the threats of diabetes, or

When the sky turns
gun metal grey and
the rolling thunder

can be heard
coming out of  the

west, then
Androsians know

the Andros bank is
about to open.

Natural resources are
greatly affected by the deci-
sions and actions we make
now, therefore we must
work together to ensure the
preservation of Andros for
the future.

approximately 8 hours per
night, drink lots of water, visit
the bathroom to eliminate
waste daily and avoid stress-
ful situations when possible.
Make sure your children eat
properly: a bag of chips and a
soda is NOT a meal. Provide
healthy food for your children
to develop healthy bodies and
give them BRAIN food to de-
velop intelligence while cut-
ting back on food which fuels
anti social behavior. A healthy
lifestyle is something we
choose as we purchase food.
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On April 22nd an explosion
on the Deepwater Horizon
oil rig, located in the Gulf of
Mexico, caused a rupture
in the oil pipe one mile below the surface of the ocean. Esti-
mates for the total amount of oil that has leaked since the
spill began vary widely, from 20 to 45 million gallons has
polluted the ocean, wetlands and beaches. This  area of the
USA is famous for seafood, boating and vacations, all of
which are threatened by the oil slick that is growing by the
hour.  Although the oil company is supposed to be an expert
in the building of oil rigs and extraction of oil, their lack of
any expertise at dealing with this nightmare is shocking.
This just reinforces the view that here in The Bahamas we
neither want nor need oil wells or pipelines. Bahamians  do
not want to jeopardize their beautiful country so a few per-
sons can get rich. We MUST research and implement poli-
cies to allow for renewable  energy and break our depend-
ence on polluting OIL. ALERT: The West side of Andros is
threatened by this oil, contact NEMA at 1 242 322 6081 if
you see any oil globs or slicks.

O I L P O L L U T E S
T H E G U L F O F
M E X I C O

Phone: 1 242 3682 882
Fax: 1 242 3682 285
Email: Ancatoffice@gmail.com

To donate to ANCAT make cheques
payable to Ancat and send to PO Box

FC 23338, Fresh Creek, Andros,
Bahamas.

US citizens may make a tax deductible
contribution through Eco Ed

Foundation. Send donations to: EcoED
Foundation Inc., Co/ Ms Jager
Norman, 3780 N 169th St.,

Brookfield WI 53005  Federal Tax ID
# Eco Ed Foundation 40-0001542

Earth Day is  Apr il  22nd,  this  year
ce lebrated the 40th year  s ince  this
specia l  day was  des ignated for  al l
nat ions  to  make a commitment  to
c leanup the environment .  On An-
dros  we had three days of  act iv i t ies
dedicated to making our  is land a
c leaner ,  heal thier  place.   On Thurs-
day 22nd we kicked of f  with  our
‘divers  in  the  creek’ .  These  volun-
teers  f rom Ancat ,  Small  Hope Bay
Lodge and Greenforce ,  spent the
morning div ing as  a par t  of  the
Fresh Creek Restorat ion project ,
they  removed another  1 ,200  glass
bott les  f rom the water .  Specia l
thanks go out  to Marc Ciminel lo
and Ms.Chatham for  bringing out
the  Autec  School  chi ldren who
cleaned the area  leading f rom the
bus  s top to Fresh Creek Br idge,
your  e f forts  are tru ly appreciated.
Then on Fr iday and Saturday,  Ancat
in  col laborat ion with  Environmental
Heal th,  Keep Andros  Beaut i fu l ,  and
Coasta l  Awareness  organized an is-
land wide cleanup of  the  roadsides ,
yards ,  schools  and beaches .  Tons of
t rash were  removed.  Thanks  to  al l
who part ic ipated,  especia l ly Dave
Neymour ,  Theresa  Minnis ,  Siobhan
White  and Ricky Rol le.  Together  we
ARE making a  di f ference in  Andros .

We’re on the web
Www.ancat.net

ANCAT and Earth Day 2010

Ancat is working to protect,
preserve, enhance and
conserve the natural
resources of Andros,
through education,
conservation and

management for future
generations.

For a month during the summer ten
children from Fresh Creek will take
part in an environmental summer
school. The course will teach an ad-
venture learning curriculum with em-
phasis placed on the environment of
Andros. The children will take walks
in the National forest, visit Blue Holes,
mangroves and the coral reef. While
learning about the plants, birds, fishes,
and their habitats they will be able to
enhance their reading, writing and art
skills. One goal for this course is to
teach children how to produce less
garbage by using reusable dishes and
cutlery. Ancat is appreciative of the
partnership with The Bahamas Na-
tional Trust and their team. We are
planning to make this a life changing
month for these children who will be-
come future custodians of  Andros.
HELP NEEDED Financial dona-
tions to offset the expenses of this
school or donations in kind, a boat
ride, food,  science or art supplies will
be very gratefully received. Remember
it takes a whole village to raise a child.

Ornithologists have an-
nounced the discovery
of a new endemic spe-
cies of Andros, the Ba-
hama Oriole is another
species which has re-
cently been classified
as existing ONLY on
Andros Island. This
striking bird has a
bright yellow neck and
breast and black wings

The National Geo-
graphic again visited
Andros in May 2010 to
investigate reports of
the claim that the saw-
fish, a rare species lives
and breeds on the west
side of Andros.

SUMMER SCHOOL  2010

COMMUNITY NEWS:  Get involved………..

FRESH CREEK RESTORATION CONTINUES
Work in Fresh Creek is ongoing to remove the trash which is
polluting our major harbour in Central Andros. To date Ancat
with the help of Project Aware removed over 22 tons of trash
from the water and cleaned an area from the bridge running
west to an area formerly known as bottle bay and from
Coakley House to the Chickcharnie Hotel. Thanks goes out
to our willing workers: Travis Neely, Glenroy Marshall, Len-
nard Minnis, Frisco Pinder, Dereo Bridgewater, Carldeo
Munroe, Keranell Coakley, Ned Munnings, Jeffrey Saun-
ders, Adam Douglas, Annie Liebert, Felix Bowleg and Greg-
ory Cargill.  If we all take a bucket on every fishing trip the
problem of polluted habitats will soon be alleviated.

Ancat membership is up to 306
Why don’t YOU become a member
and join the conservation move-
ment  on Andros

Bottles removed from Fresh Creek
= 12,150  We have invented a
new verb, to bottle,  when we go
out  to remove bottles from the
water we now say ‘we bottling’

The GEF-IWCAM Andros pro-
ject is set to be finished this
summer, with the completion
of the Land and Sea Use Plan.
Baseline surveys are almost
complete with the terrestrial
teams surveying plants, birds
and blue holes across Andros.
The comprehensive land and
sea use plan will incorporate
land use maps, the economic
valuation study, an ecotourism
plan and a technologies as-
sessment for water resources.
Additionally, the plan will in-
clude maps of the distribution
of natural resources, including
fresh water, blue holes, coral
reefs and mangroves.
More information and maps
available at the ANCAT office.

Use your REUSEABLE bags.
ANCAT has handed out over
100 bags…… please use
them to put your shopping in
and stop using the pastic

Spread the news, pass this newsletter on to another person… And help us save on paper too!

mailto:Ancatoffice@gmail.com

